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...the most beloved
and quintessential
classical ballet!
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Tchaikovsky ’s

Swan l ake
Tchaikovsky was the leading exponent of 19th
Century Romanticism in its characteristically
Russian mold which owed as much to the French,
Italian , and German traditions.
Any attempt to proclaim a single masterpiece of
any genre, from opera or symphony or rock or jazz
, as the greatest, or the most inﬂuential or even
the most enjoyable is generally meaningless. Yet
when it comes to ballet music, all three
superlatives tend to coalesce around one work
above all others – Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's 'Swan
Lake'.
The practice of the time was for a composer to
closely tailor a ballet score to a detailed
scenario , in this instance he had little direct
guidance from the authors and was left largely to
his imagination. As a result, the music was
structured in broad gestures and treated rather in
a manner of symphony. It took lot of
understanding over the years to appreciate
complex musical composition and choreograph
the dance sequences accordingly. The music went
much beyond mere accompaniment and support
and asserted itself with melodic and
psychological depths.
It's so unfortunate that Tchaikovsky never lived to
enjoy Swan Lake's colossal success in the later
years. Indeed his score has come to be universally
lauded and set a standard which could never be
matched. It punctured the notion that theatre and
concert room are watertight compartments .
The symphonic craft that Tchaikovsky brought to
the theatre was as revitalizing as the touch of
theatre that he brought to symphony writing.
Indeed, the foremost quality most often
attributed to the Swan Lake score is its
"symphonic" nature, an innovation for the genre.
More recent analyses point to the thenrevolutionary use in a ballet score of recurrent
leitmotifs (primarily the "swan theme" that
appears in manifold guises) to signify character

and to unify the entire work, together with a wide
variety of textures and colorful orchestration to
underline mood and sustain interest. Indeed,
Harold Schonberg compared Tchaikovsky's
ballets to be close to opera, with the equivalent
of arias, duets and ensembles scored for dancers
rather than voices.Gruen praised its scope, as it
captures like no other, the full range of human
emotions from hope to despair, from terror to
tenderness, from melancholy to ecstasy. The
moods extend from the exquisitely tender violin
solo of the Swan Dance Andante to the
thundering explosions of the ﬁnale , with an
abundance of colorful variegated numbers in
between. André Tubeuf saluted the emotional
complexity of the score.
But much of that level of analysis is rather subtle,
especially when audiences are properly focused
on the stage. Far more palpable is the profusion
of magniﬁcent melodies that Tchaikovsky
lavished on Swan Lake. The tunes comprising
earlier ballet scores serve their immediate
purpose well enough but ﬂoat in one proverbial
ear and out the other. Tchaikovsky's are
unforgettable. Dances in Swan Lake remind of
Tchaikovsky's creativity.The striking variety of the
tunes exemplify Tchaikovsky's cosmopolitan gift
of combining Western and Slavic musical
traditions.
Tchaikovsky's innovations were too complex and
ahead of times to ﬁnd initial acceptance and
success. In that regard, Demidov noted that
Tchaikovsky ballet principles of organization
re q u i re d i n n ova t i ve t h i n k i n g t h a t
challengedchoreographers to realize ! and at ﬁrst
they failed to penetrate the world of his musicalpsychological drama.
By treating ballet as a subject worthy of musical
imagination, Tchaikovsky not only achieved an
enduring masterwork but set a new standard for
the role of music in ballet.

Peter Illich Tchaikovsky
(1840-1893)
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Swan Lake was the ﬁrst symphonic ballet.
Its romance and beauty has mesmerized audiences for
more than 100 years.

"

ACT I
While celebrating Prince Siegfried's
coming of age with local well wishers,
his elderly tutor Wolfgang invites
villagers to dance. The queen reminds
the Prince that he must choose his
bride in the royal ball. Prince still
feels sad because he is unable to ﬁnd
the girl of his choice. Wolfgang and
his friend Benno try to lift his troubled
mood. After the guests go home,
Wolfgang tells the Prince legend of
the Swan Lake where the Evil Genius
Von Rothbart turned young girls into
swans. The tale about swans evokes
curiosity of the Prince, and he sets
oﬀ in the pursuit of Swan Lake.

"

Tchaikovsky’s attitude has inﬂuenced the Russian composers
of 20th century. It is generally felt that Swan Lake was
Tchaikovsky’s life portrait and emotional expression.

ACT II
Deep in the wood, the lost lake unusual
beauty surprises the Prince. He ﬁnds
himself in the land of the evil sorcerer
Genius Von Rothbart. The white swans
come to the lake side. Prince targets
his crossbow at the swans but freezes
when one of them transforms into a
beautiful woman ,She tells the Princess
Odette, under a spell cast by sorcerer
Von Rothbart that binds her and her
companions to be swans
by day and humans at night . The spell
can only be broken if one who has
never loved before takes a vow of true
eternal love for her . The Prince
confesses his love for Odette and
invites her to attend the ball at the
Royal Palace to marry her
and reverse her spell .This conversation
is overheard by Von Rothbart.

"

"

Ballet “swan lake” – a symbol of
Russian ballet art.

"

ACT III
The royal guests arrive at the queen's
palace. Rothbart enters with his
daughter Odile, who is dressed as a
Black Swan and is disguised as
Odette. Prince mistakes her as
Odette and swears eternal ﬁdelity
and announces his mairrage with
Odile.
Odette helplessly watches helplessly
through a window. Siegfried sees for a
moment the real Odette and
understands what actually happened..
As thunder crashes, Rothbart and
Odile reveal their treachery to the
horror stricken court. Grieving Prince
hurries back to the lake. His oath
given to Odette is broken.

"

Ballet “swan lake” - a beautiful
Legend about love.

"

ACT IV
The swans await Odette's return.
Odette tells the swan maidens about
Siegfried's betryal. Siegfried begs
Odette's forgiveness and tries to
convince his beloved that he is truly in
love with her.....and that their love is
eternal and immortal.
The evil wizard raises the storm
against the lovers.
Will the Evil win!.....
Will the true love survive?

Guess what happened to the
‘Evil Rothbart’ ?

